A Model of Movement Coordinates in the
Motor Cortex: Posture-dependent Changes
in the Gain and Direction of Single Cell
Tuning Curves

This article outlines a methodology for investigating the coordinate
systems by which movement variables are encoded in the firing
rates of individual motor cortical neurons. Recent neurophysiological
experiments
have probed the issue of underlying coordinates
by
examining how cellular preferred directions (as determined by the
center-out task! change with posture. Several key experimental
findings have resulted that constrain hypotheses about how motor
cortical cells encode movement information.
But while the significance of shifts in preferred direction is well known and widely
accepted, posture-dependent changes in the depth of modulation of
a cell's tuning curve -that
is, gain changes -have
not been
similarly identified as a means of coordinate inference. This article
develops a vector field framework in which the preferred direction
and the gain of a cell's tuning curve are viewed as dual components
of a unitary response vector. The formalism can be used to compute
how each aspect of cell response covaries with posture as a function of the coordinate system in which a given cell is hypothesized to
encode its movement information.
Such an integrated
approach
leads to a model of motor cortical cell activity that codifies the
following
four observations:
(i) cell activity correlates with hand
movement direction; (ii) cell activity correlates with hand movement
speed; (iii) preferred directions
vary with posture; and (iv) the
modulation depth of tuning curves varies with posture. Finally, the
model suggests general methods for testing coordinate hypotheses
at the single-cell level and simulates an example protocol for three
possible

coordinate

systems:

Cartesian

spatial,

shoulder-centered,

and joint angle.

Introduction
The activity of neurons in the primary motor cortex (Ml) of
primates has been shown to correlate with multiple kinematic
and kinetic parameters of multi-joint movement: direction
(Georgopoulos et al., 1982; Schwartz et al., 1988; Ashe and
Georgopoulos, 1994), movement speed (Schwartz, 1992; Ashe
and Georgopoulos, 1994; Moran and Schwartz, 1999a), hand
position (Georgopoulos et al., 1984; Kettner et al., 1988; Ashe
and Georgopoulos,1994), movementamplitude (Fu et al., 1993,
1995), arm posture (Scottand Kalaska,1997),force (Kalaskaand
Hyde, 1985; Kalaska et al., 1989; Georgopoulos et al., 1992;
Taira et al., 1996; Sergio and Kalaska,1997, 1998) and target
direction (Alexanderand Crutcher, 1990b; Shenand Alexander,
1997), among others. Further complicating the role of Ml in
motor behavior are established correlations with aspects of
movement planning such as movement preparation (Alexander
and Crutcher, 1990a; Kettner and Marcario, 1996), target
sequence information (Carpenter et al., 1999), and rapid motor
adaptation (Wise et al., 1998). Cell actiVIty in Ml, therefore,
shows relations to a multitude of movement variables that span
the sensorimotorspectrum.
Given that cells exhibit differing response sensitivities to
these variables,it makessenseto delineate,as much as possible,
distinct components of cell response for the purpose of
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identifying which variables are prominently represented by
which cells. With this information, one can begin to understand how movement commands are assembled in the cortex.
However, the knowledge that a specific movement variable is
encoded in a given cell's resp;onsedoes not fully specify the
nature of the underlying representation, because a movement
variable can be encoded in any of several possible coordinate
systems. For example, movement direction can be represented
as a spatial direction (Cartesian spatial coordinates), a combination of joint angle rotations (joint angle coordinates), or a
collection of muscle length changes(muscle-spacecoordinates).
The encoding of force using these samethree coordinate systems
results in the alternative descriptions of Cartesian end-point
forces, joint torques, and muscle forces. Static variables, too,
such as hand position in space, can be encoded in different
coordinate systems (Lacquaniti et al., 1995). Against this
backdrop of manifold coordinate possibilities, it is critical to disambiguatebetween alternative coordinate representationsof the
same movement variable, because such distinctions constrain
hypothesesabout a cell's role in the overall motor circuit.
The problem of determining an underlying coordinate system
for the encoding of specific movement information can be
referred to as the coordinate inference problem. This paper
developsa combination of analytic techniques and experimental
strategies for solving this problem on the basis of cell response
properties as observed across different motor contexts. The
analysisis conducted at the single-cellievel, since brain regions
do not appear to be homogeneouswith respect to coordinate
representation (Crutcher and Alexander, 1990). The methods
in this paper, though more generally applicable, focus on the
encoding of two movement variables,movement direction and
movement speed, which together constitute a unitary physical
entity: the velocity vector. These two variables of motion are
robustly represented in the activity of individual M1 cells
(Georgopoulos et al., 1982; Schwartz et al., 1988; Schwartz,
1992; Ashe and Georgopoulos, 1994; Moran and Schwartz,
1999a).
With regard to the encoding of movement direction, a single
instance of a cell's preferred direction, determined within a
small region of space, cannot support a coordinate inference
since all coordinate descriptions are equally valid locally (MussaIvaldi, 1988). Therefore, multiple preferred directions, drawn
from distinct workspace positions and/or arm postures, have
been utilized in attempts to distinguish between coordinate
systems (Caminiti et al., 1990; Scott and Kalaska, 1997; Kakei
et aI., 1999). But while a cell's preferred direction has been
identified asa context-dependentresponsefeature important for
adducing coordinates,the depth of modulation of a cell's tuning
curve -that is, a cell's gain -has gone essentiallyunrecognized
as bearing on the coordinate inference problem. Few interpretations have been offered as to what a motor cortical cell's gain
CerebralCortexDec2001;11:1124-1135;
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represents or why cellular gains are observed to change with
posture (Caminiti et ai., 1990; Scottand Kalaska,1997; Kakei et
ai., 1999). Our vector field framework, in which a cell's gain is
interpreted as a response property coupled to the cell's
preferred direction, suggests how gain changes signify
underlying coordinate representations and thus can playa
critical role in solving the coordinate inference problem. This
interpretation of cellular gain leads to a model of motor cortical
activity that offers a parsimonious explanation of the
dependency of cell firing rates on both movementdirection and
movementspeed.

A

x

B

Methods
Model and Approach
An Ml cell's directional tuning curve, as derived from the standard
center-out task (Georgopoulos et at., 1982), relates the average
movement-relatedcell activity to the hand movementdirection:
U(oo) = bo + bl COS(OO-<0.-)

Cartesian Spatial
30

E20!
u

-;:
(1)

where u is the cell's firing rate, Wis the hand movement direction, bo is
the averagemovement-relatedresponse,b1 is the amplitude or depth of
modulation of the tuning curve, and wpdis the preferred direction (Pd),
that is, the movement direction in spacethat elicits the maximal cellular
response. Georgopoulos et at. (1982) showed that the cosine tuning
model resulted in a good fit for the activity modulation of many M1
neurons. The distribution of preferred directions (pds) across a population of cells has been found to span the continuum of possible
movement directions (Georgopouloset al., 1982; Schwartzet al., 1988).
These two results could be considered to suggest that movement
direction is encoded in a Cartesianspatial coordinate system. However,
Mussa-Ivaidi(1988) showed that cosine tuning would arise even if motor
cortical cell activity is linearly related to the time rate of change of
multiple musclelengths. Thus, spatialtuning doesnot necessarilyimply a
spatial coordinate representation. Findings that pds vary with position
(Caminiti et al., 1990) and posture (Caminiti et al., 1990; Scott and
Ka1aska,1997) further complicate the notion of a spatialrepresentation.
So far, no consensus has emerged on the issue of coordinates, and a
variety of reference frames covering the sensorimotor spectrum have
been proposed to interpret M1 cell activity (Bullock and Grossberg,1988;
Mussa-Ivaldi,1988; Caminiti et al., 1990; Schwartz, 1992; Sanger,1994;
Tanaka, 1994; Scott and Kaiaska, 1997; Kakei et al., 1999; Zhang and
Sejnowski,1999; Ajemian et al., 2000; Todorov,2000).
Analysis of the coordinate inference problem motivates an explicit
distinction between a representation of preferred direction as it is
measured in the coordinate system utilized by the experimentalist, the
spatial pd, and direction as it exists in the coordinate system in which
a cell operates by virtue of its placement in the nervous system, the
internal pd. Whereasa spatialpd determination arisesnatural1yfrom the
fact that experiments are performed and calibrated in extrapersonal
space,determining a corresponding internal pd requires additionalsteps.
These steps involve the transformations that convert back and forth
between alternative coordinate descriptions of the same underlying
directional entity. Using these transformations as well as the distinction
between an internal pd and a spatial pd, Ajemian et at. (Ajemian et al.,
2000) developed a vector field framework for investigating the issue
of coordinate systems. The original formulation addressed posturedependent shifts in a cell's spatialpd. We will briefly summarizethose
results in the next section before extending the method to address
posture-dependentchangesin the depth of modulation of a cell's tuning
curve and the dependenceof cell firing rates on handspeed.
The Model Arm
Analyses in this paper assume a standard two-joint or two-degree-offreedom (2-DOF) arm moving on a planar workspace situated within the
horizontal plane passing through the shoulder (Fig. lA) -see the
Appendix for a mathematicaldescription of the arm. A critical feature of
the 2-DOFplanar arm that simplifies our analysisis that hand positions
map one-to-oneto arm postures.Thus, the terms 'hand position' and 'arm
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Figure 1. Generatingvector fields of spatialpds. ~) The 2-DOFplanar arm at the
referenceposture of 16,<pI = (30°, 120°1correspondingto an end-effectorlocation of
Ix, vi = (0, 151.Theupperand lower arm lengthsare takento be 15cm. Thespatialpd
for the samplecell at the referencepostureis 150°,18)Vectorfield of spatialpdsfor the
samplecell underthe assumptionof Cartesianspatialcoordinates.The spatialpd at the
referencepostureis containedin the thick gray box for this and the remainingvector
field plots. All the other arrows are predictions of the spatial pds at other locations
based on the coordinatehypothesis. The arrows surroundedby the thin boxes are
sample spatial pd vector predictionsthat could be highlightedby the direct sampling
method IseeResultsl. Forthis coordinatesystem, spatial pds remain constantacross
the workspace. (CI Vector field of spatial pds under the assumption of shouldercenteredcoordinates. Spatial pds change across the workspace in accord with the
shoulderrotation. 101Vector field of spatial pds under the assumption of joint angle
coordinates.Spatialpds changeacrossthe workspacein a pattern that distinctlydiffers
from either of the other two coordinatesystems. Onlyhere do the magnitudesof the
vectors changeas well as the direction.
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posture' can be freely interchangedsince the former uniquely definesthe
latter, a situation that doesnot hold for motor redundantarms.
Vector Fields

of Spatial pds

Given a spatial pd at only one posture, all coordinate descriptions are
equally valid and the coordinate inference problem is ill-posed. For
example, suppose at some reference posture that a cell's spatial pd is
measured as 30°. That movement direction in space can, through an
appropriate transformation, be converted into a movement direction in
any well-defined internal space: for joint angle coordinates, the 30° in
space can be converted into a ratio of joint anglerotations; for musclelength coordinates, the 300 in space can be converted into a ratio of
muscle-lengthchanges; and so on for any explicitly defined coordinate

system.
However, becausethe transformation between movement directions
in the internal space and movement directions in external space is in
general posture dependent, additional constraints can be imposed by
spatial pd estimates obtained at multiple postures. Provided that a cell's
internal pd is fixed (if, for example, a cell encodes a fixed ratio of joint
anglevelocities), then knowing its spatialpd at one posture allows unique
predictions of the cell's corresponding spatial pd at all other postures in
the workspace. This strategyis outlined in a four-stepvector field method
for distinguishing between coordinatesystems:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Measurea cell's spatial pd at a referenceposture.
Choose an internal coordinate system and map the cell's spatialpd
from step 1 to an internal pd using the transformation appropriate
for the chosen coordinate system.
Select a new posture and convert the internal pd from step 2 into a
corresponding spatialpd using the reversetransformation between
directions in the two spaces.Becauseof its posture dependence,this
transformation will, in general,no longer be simply the inverse of the
transformation in step 2. Therefore, the new spatial pd will, in
general, differ from the spatial pd at the reference posture, even
though the internal pd is constant.
Using the internal pd from step 2, repeat step 3 for postures that
sample the entire workspace of the 2-DOFplanar arm. Determining
a direction and a magnitude over a field of points yields a vectorfield
of spatial pds. For a given cell, each coordinate-dependentvector
field constitutes a set of predictions that can be compared to actual
measurementsto choose a coordinate systemof bestfit.

The type of coordinate analysiscontained in the steps abovebelongs to
the branch of mathematicsknown asdifferential geometry.

Results
In Figure IB-D, we plot vector fields of spatial pds for three
internal coordinate systems:Cartesianspatial, shoulder-centered,
and joint angle. In each case, a cell's preferred direction at a
single reference posture has been extrapolated into distinct
vector fields of spatial pds as a function of coordinate hypothesis. The plots shown are based on a simulated sample cell that
has a spatialpd of 150. at the referenceposture (seeFig. lA). For
a mathematical description of these coordinate systems in the
context of the 2-DOF arm as well as empirical motivations for
their usage,see the Appendix or Ajemian et at. (Ajemian et at.,
2000).
Gain Changes

Vectors possess a magnitude in addition to a direction. Since
coordinate transformations in general show posture-dependent
scaling effects as well asdirectional effects, the length of spatial
pd vectors, as computed in the four-step procedure above, may
vary across the workspace (see Fig. ID). What, then, is the
physiological interpretation of spatial pd vector magnitude?
Apart from a cell's preferred direction, the depth of modulation
of a cell's tuning curve, denoted by bl in equation (1), is another
important response feature. Hereafter, this bl term will be
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referred to as the cellular gain because it scales the directional
component of cell activity. Just as the direction of a spatial pd
vector represents the direction to which a cell is tuned, the
magnitude of a spatial pd vector represents the degree to which
the cell is tuned, that is, the gain of the response. Specifically, a
cell's gain at any given posture is directly proportional to the
magnitude of the spatial pd vector at that posture. With this gain
interpretation incorporated into our vector field formalism, a
spatial pd vector embodies two aspects of cell response: the
vector direction corresponds to the spatial pd and the vector
magnitude corresponds to the gain. The mathematical model
thus allows a cell's spatial pd and gain measured at a reference
posture to be converted into coordinate-dependentpredictions
of the spatialpd and gain at all postures.
Intuitively, the link between spatial pd vector magnitude and
cellular gains can be explained asfollows. Suppose that a cell is
tuned to a joint synergyin its internal space. At some postures,a
fiXed joint displacement in the direction of that synergy will
transform into a relatively large spatial displacement of the hand;
at other postures, the same joint displacement will lead to a
relatively small hand displacement. In those postures where the
cell's preferred joint synergy is particularly effective at inducing hand motion, the cell will be prominently recruited as a
significant contributor to movement and the cell's directional
activity will be heavily modulated. Conversely,a cell will exhibit
little directional modulation in postures where its preferred joint
synergyis ineffectual at generating hand motion. Thus, according to our hypothesis, variable gains reflect the fact that cell
modulation scales with the biomechanical advantage of the
'action' controlled by the cell. This idea is compatible with
findings that the pattern of EMG activity in many ~uscles,
including the depth of EMG modulation across movement
directions, changes when the center-out task is performed at
different positions/postures in the workspace (Caminiti et al.,
1990; Scott and Kalaska,1997; Kakei et al., 1999). Presumably,
the differentiated pattern of muscle recruitment stems, at least
in part, from posture-dependentalterations in a muscle's biomechanical advantage. If Ml cells are viewed as controlling
relatively fixed motor synergies, then their activity should be
modulated by posture according to the sameprinciple.
In Scott and Kalaska (Scott and Kalaska 1997), where the
center-out task was performed in a natural and an abducted
posture, a majority (53%)of cells showed statistically significant
gain changes between postures. Kakei et al. looked at the
preferred directions of wrist-related Ml cells in three postures
and found that a majority (63.3%) of cells demonstrated gain
changesof greaterthan 30%acrosspostures (Kakei et al., 1999).
Vector field analysis suggests that the observed widespread
variability in cellular gain may result from encoding in a
coordinate system, such that the transformation into spatial
coordinates exhibits similarly pronounced posture-dependent
scaling effects. This hypothesis can be tested by modeling
pertinent joint-based or muscle-basedcoordinate systems.
The data also show that directional tuning itself occurs in a
posture-dependentfashion: Caminiti et al. and Scottand Kalaska
reported cells that were tuned in one posture/position but not
in another (Caminiti et al., 1990; Scott and Kalaska, 1997). In
Caminiti et al., where the center-out task was performed from
three different workspace locations, 25% of the cells were tuned
in either one or two locations but not all three (Caminiti et al.,
1990). This loss of discernible directional tuning need not result
from an unspecified switching process in which cells are
actively tuned only in a certain postural region; instead, the
phenomenonof posture-dependenttuning maybe accounted for

more naturally as posture-dependentgain attenuation below the
threshold required to make a determination of statistically
significant directional modulation. Therefore, we suggestthat
those cells that lose their directional modulation in one or more
postures are displaying gain changesof an extreme type.
For the three internal coordinate systemsused in this study,
investigation of posture-dependent gain changesyields several
contrasting conclusions. Neither Cartesian spatial cells nor
shoulder-centeredcells will exhibit gain changes since neither
the identity transformation (associated with Cartesian spatial
coordinates) nor the rotational transformation (associatedwith
shoulder-centered coordinates) engenders posture-dependent
scaling effects. However, cells coding joint angle coordinates
will exhibit significant gain changes across the workspace,
because the Jacobian transformation introduces significant
posture-dependent scaling effects, which can be observed for
our sample cell as vector length variations in Figure ID. The
Appendix mathematically analyzes the scaling effects of the
Jacobian to derive an explicit expression for a cell's gain at an
arbitrary point in the workspace as a function of that cell's gain
at a reference posture. This analysisleads to four experimental
predictions.
1. For all cells, the gain is a monotonically varying function of
the shoulder-to-handdistance, r, either increasing or decreasing, with no additional dependence on the Cartesianposition
coordinates x or y considered separately.
2. The variation in gain systematicallydepends upon the joint
synergy to which the cell is tuned. For example, when the
shoulder component of a cell's joint synergyis large relative to
the elbow component, the gain changes will be large; conversely, when the elbow component is large relative to the
shoulder component, the gain changeswill be small. Table 1
shows the link between a cell's joint synergy and predicted
gain changesfor a few sample cells.
3. Since a cell's spatialpd at a reference posture maps to a joint
synergy and since a joint synergy maps to specific gain
changes, a cell's spatial pd at a reference posture can be
mapped to the gain changesthat cell is predicted to undergo.
Such a mapping, depicted in Figure 2, constitutes a novel
experimental prediction of the coupling between spatial pd
valuesand gain changes.
4. The population statistics of cellular gain changes will vary
across the workspace in a characteristic way. Figure 3 plots
the distribution of gain ratios across a population of joint
synergycells at four postures assuminga uniform distribution
of internal pds in joint angle space.
Neither Table 1 nor Figure 2 can presently be compared with
published data, since nowhere in the literature has the linkage
previously been made between a cell's absolutespatial pd at one
posture and the gain change that was exhibited between two (or
more) postures. Figure 3 cannot yet be compared with published
data either since experimentalists have focused on the population statistics of directional shifts as opposed to gain changes.
Gain effects can be represented in a cell's tuning equation by
the following modification of the standardcosine model:

U(Wpd(e,cp)) = bo + ~IIWpd(e,cp)llcos(ro -ropd(e,cp))

(2)

where the cell's gain, bl, has been replaced by a constant component, 1'"and a variable component, Ilwpd(e,<p)II,
which is the
magnitude of the posture-dependentspatialpd vector denoted as

Table1
Predicted
gainchanges
assuming
jointanglecoordinates
(orfourcells

8,

1.50B,

2.5081

81

BI

81

8,
8,

1.2681
0.9281

1.8681
0.6081

Eachrow correspondsto an individualcell. The first column contains a cell's spatial pd at the
referenceposture[(9, <pI = 130°,120°) correspondingto Ix,vI = (0, 15)J,from which the cell's
normalizedjoint synergywas computed. The components of that synergy(shoulderand elbow) are
listed in the nexttwo columns,whne the next three columnsindicate the predicted gains at three
differentvalues of r, the distance of the handfrom the shoulder.The gain at r = 10 is arbitrarny
assigneda value of unityand the other two gains are written as multiples of that gain. By reading
acrossthe table, one sees that the first cell, whose spatial pd of 180° correspondsto shoulder
flexion Iwith no involvementof the elbow joint), is predictedto possessa gain at r = 25 which is
25 times greaterthan the gain at r = 10 Sucha discrepancyin gains is clearlydiscernibleby
experiment Onthe other hand, a cell with a spatial pd of 60°, which correspondsto a joint
synergy of elbow extension(with no invohlementof the shoulderjoint), is predicted to possessthe
same gain at all points in the workspace. Subsequentrows of the table list additionalcells with
mixed joint synergiesand the correspondingpredictions of gain changesas a function of r For
some cells, the gain increaseswith increasingvalues ofr, whne for other cells the gain decreases;
thus, some cells are predictedto be strong~ tuned in the outer portions of the workspacewhne
other cells are predictedto be strongly tuned at locationsproximalto the shoulder.

Figure 2. Correlationbetween spatial pd valuesand gain changesin a populationof
joint synergycells. For a given cell, the gain is evaluated at two different radial
distancesfrom the shoulderas the origin. Let6,0 denotethe gain at a distanceof 10 cm
and 6zo denotethe gain at a distanceof 20 cm. Forthis case,the percentgain change
is definedas 116zo
-6101/min(610,6zol! x 100, so that positive gain changesreflect
increasinggainsas r increases.Percentgainchangesare plotted againstthe spatialpd
valuesat the referenceposturein orderto illustratewhich cells experiencewhich types
of gainchanges.Note that cellswith spatialpds clusteredalongthe horizontaldirection
tend to exhibitlargepositivegain changeswhile cells with spatial pds clusteredalong
the verticaldirectiontend to exhibitmore modestnegativegainchanges.This plot was
constructedfor workspacelocationsat a radialdistance of 10 and 20 cm, respectively.
If the radial separationwere increased,the percentgain changeswould be amplified.
Note that the percent gain change would be uniformly zero for Cartesian or
shoulder-centered
coordinates.

wpd(o,<p).Hereafter, the posture-dependence, (O,<p)
, will be
implicitly assumedwherever O)pd
or Ilwpdllappear but will not be
explicitly included in the notation.
Previous studies (Caminiti et al., 1990; Scott and Kalaska,
1997; Kakei et al., 1999) investigated changes in a cell's
preferred direction as a meansto infer an underlying coordinate
system. While variations in gain were noted, they were not
identified as critically factoring into the coordinate inference
problem. However, for the case of joint angle coordinates
applied to the 2-DOFarm, predicted variations in a cell's gain are
Cerebral Cortex Dec 2001, VII
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Figure 3. Distributionof gain ratios acrossfour posturesin a populationof 360 joint synergycells. A uniformdistributionof internalpds in joint anglespacewas assumed.A cell's
gainratio at a givenposturewas computedas the ratio of the gain at that posturedividedby the gain at a referenceposturecorrespondingto a radialdistanceof 15 cm between the
handandthe shoulder.Thisprocedureautonnaticallynormalizesto unitythe gains atthe referenceposture.Note that the gainratios at all postureswould be uniformly1.0 for Cartesian
or shoulder-centered
cells.

easierto detect experimentally than predicted shifts in a cell's
preferred direction. Specifically, for moderate postural changes
(by 'moderate' we mean hand position changesof 10-15 cm), a
typical shift in preferred direction is 35-40°. If error bars on
preferred direction determinations are on the order of 20°,
patterns of directional shifts at the singie-cellievel may be hard
to empirically discern. On the other hand, if one considersgain
changesalong a radial projection outward from the shoulder,a
typical gain change for a moderate postural change stands at a
much more distinguishable 50%. Thus, while both directional
shifts and gain changeswould signify that a transformation into
motor coordinates has taken place, gain changesmay serve as the
more robust indicator for many coordinate systems.
Neurophysiologists have tended to focus on a cell's preferred
direction as the chief characteristic of cell response. We have
suggested an expanded perspective to response classification
whereby a cell's preferred direction and its gain are viewed as
dual components of a unitary response vector. By operating
on these vector entities, the vector field formalism provides a
compact, integrated characterization of how two important cell
responseproperties are predicted to vary acrossthe workspace
as a function of posture for any coordinate hypothesis.
Comparison with an Alternative Interpretation
of Gain
Variability
Although we provide one interpretation for the gain changes
observed in motor cortex, other interpretations may apply. For
example, Andersen et al. reported that the position of the eye in
its orbit monotonically modulates the gain of parietal neurons
tuned to a preferred retinotopic location (Andersen et al. 1985).
One interpretation of this phenomenon, supported by computational studies (Grossberg and Kuperstein, 1986; Zipser and
Andersen, 1988), is that information about the retinotopic
position of the target is combined with eye position information
1128 Movement Coordinates in the Motor Cortex.
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to generate a distributed representation of target location in
head-centered coordinates. Analogously, one might imagine
that a motor cortical cell, tuned to a directional signal in one
coordinate frame, exhibits a gain that is modulated by arm
posture to generate a distributed representation of movement
direction in a different coordinate frame. While this coordinatetransformational perspective and our vector field framework
share features in describing gain changes (see Fig. 4), the two
formulations differ conceptually in addressing different functional requirements of the motor control system. The body
of work by Anderson and colleagues implicates gain fields as
a mechanism for effecting coordinate transformations. We
propose for Ml that the transformation into some form of
motor coordinates hasbeen completed and that gain variability
arises, as a purely geometric phenomenon, when cells with
fIXed 'motor actions' are differentially recruited acrosspostures
because of the anisotropy of skeletomuscularmechanics. Both
types of gain changes could be exhibited by different cells
within the sameregion of cortex, since separatesub-populations
of neurons may mediate these separate functions (Kakei et al.,
1999). However,gain changesthat arise from the mechanismwe
propose will be patterned, at the single-celllevel, in accord with
a distinct biomechanical signature that is illustrated in Figures 2
and 3 for the specific caseof joint angle coordinates.
Speed Effects

Several experimental studies have shown cell activity to correlate with hand speedduring multi-joint movements(Schwartz,
1992; Ashe and Georgopoulos, 1994; Moran and Schwartz,
1999a),and several modeling studies have indicated reasonsto
expect that this speed dependence interacts multiplicatively
with the directional component of cell firing rates (Bullock
and Grossberg,1988; Mussa-Ivaldi,1988; Bullock et al., 1998;
Zhang and Sejnowski, 1999). To further refine our model of

A

correlation by 100 ms on average (Schwartz, 1992; Ashe and
Georgopoulos,1994; Moran and Schwartz, 1999a), presumably
becauseof the time it takes for a cortical command to be implemented at the periphery. This result suggeststhat instantaneous
cell responsemay conform to the principles of broad directional
tuning about a local preferred direction in arbitrary movement
tasks where the movement direction continuously changes.
Factoring in this continuous directional correlation and the
observed temporal lead,we rewrite equation (3) as:

PARIETAL CORTEX
?;-

">

"i3
<{

~I
Retinotopic Position of Target

B

u(ropd' v,t -'t) = bo+ ~IIV(t)llllropd
(t)IICOS(ro(t)-ropd(t))

where t denotes the time at which the hand movement
parameters are being measured and 't denotes the temporal
offset.
Equation (4) consistsof the magnitudes of two vectors (the
hand velocity vector and the spatial pd vector) multiplying the
cosine of the angle between those vectors. This functional form
suggestsour final reformulation of the cosine tuning model:

Direction in Motor Space
Figure 4. Schematic graphs of two kinds of gain modulation.~I The activity of a
subsetof parietal(area7a) neuronsis a function of both the target's retinotopicposition
and the position of the eye in its orbit (Andersenet a/.,19851.When the target position
is plotted in retinal coordinates-as opposedto the spatialcoordinatesof the experimentalist's screen-the resultingtuning curves are each centeredabout the same
point, while the gain ofthe tuning curvesis scaledby eyeposition.This resultsuggests
that information about retinal position and eye position is combined to produce a
distributed head-centeredrepresentationof target position. (BI Motor cortical cells
often exhibit posture-dependentspatial pds and posture-dependentgains (Caminitiet
a/., 1990; Scott and Kalaska,1997; Kakeiet a/., 19991.A vector field analysisreveals
that if the spatial pds of a cell encodinga motor synergywere plotted in the 'correct'
motor coordinates.the resultanttuning curves would all be centered about a single
direction that correspondsto a fixed internalpd, andthe gainswould varywith posture.
Accordingto this vector field interpretationand consistentwith prior modelingstudies
(Bullocket a/., 1993; Burnod et a/.. 19991. such gain changes need not imply that
the cells in question are themselves mediatinga coordinatetransformation.For M1
cells showing postural modulation of spatialpdS and gains,it is more likely that the
transformationinto motor coordinatesis mediated at a prior sensorimotorstage and
that the observedgain variabilityreflects a dependenceof the level of cell recruitment
on the (posture-dependent)biomechanicaladvantageof the cell's action. Other cells,
which are mediatinga coordinatetransformationfrom spatial into motor coordinates.
might exhibitspatialpds that were invariantunderposturalchangesbut subjectto large
posture-dependentgainchanges.Kakeiet a/. did find a sub-populationof wrist-related,
'extrinsic-like'M1 cells that behavein this manner(Kakeiet a/. 1999).

cortical tuning, we proceed similarly by further decomposing
the original coefficient in the cosine model asfollows:
U(OOpd'
v) = bo + ~IIVIIIIOOpdIICOS(O>
-O>pd)

(4)

(3)

where \) is the instantaneouscell activity at time t, and Ilvll is the
magnitude of the hand velocity vector v. Equation (3) indicates
that the modulatory component of a cell's firing rate is scaled
by the instantaneoushand speed in addition to the variable gain
component.
Directional Codingfor Arbitrary Trajectories
In work by Schwartz (Schwartz, 1992),monkeyswere trained to
(i) perform the standard center-out taskand (ii) trace a variety of
sinusoids. The movement direction varied continuously in the
sinusoidal tracing task, and the instantaneous cell activity was
found to vary in continuous accord with the angulardifference
between the movement direction and the preferred direction
that was determined in the center-outtask. This continuous correlation was not synchronous, but rather cell activity leads that
portion of the movement path to which it shows a directional

u(ffipd'v,t- -c)= bo+ F,(ffipd(t).v(t))

(5)

Equation (5) indicates that the time-shifted instantaneousfiring
rate of a cell during arbitrary hand motion equals a movementrelated baseline firing rate, bo (which is fIXed), plus a constant,
~, times the dot product of the current hand velocity vector, v,
and the spatial pd vector, ropd' at the current hand position!
posture. Such a dot product formulation of motor cortical cell
activity is not original, as it was proposed by Mussa-Ivaldiand by
Zhang and Sejnowski(Mussa-Ivaldi,1988; Zhang and Sejnowski,
1999). However, the present treatment imparts specificity to
these generic formulations by interpreting a cell's spatial pd
vector as being drawn from a vector field whose structure is
determined by an internal coordinate system.Given this specific
interpretation, equation (5) by itself captures four firing rate
dependencies which characterize a large subset of Ml cells:
(i) directional tuning (Georgopoulos et al., 1982; Schwartz et
al., 1988); (ii) correlation with hand speed (Schwartz, 1992;
Ashe and Georgopoulos, 1994; Moran and Schwartz, 1999a);
(ill) variation of spatial pds with hand position (Caminiti et
al., 1990) and arm posture (Scott and Kalaska, 1997); and
(iv) variation of cellular gainswith hand position (Caminiti et al.,
1990)and arm posture (Scott and Kalaska,1997).
Experimental

Designfor

Investigating

Coordinates

There are two general methods for capitalizing on differences in
vector field structure to attempt to choose between coordinate
systems.
Direct Field Sampling
This method consists of determining spatial pd vectors at a
reference posture and a small number of other hand positions
spread throughout the workspace, as in Figure IB-D, where the
thick gray box denotes the reference posture and the smaller
thin black boxes denote some other hand locations. On the basis
of a cell's spatialpd vector measurement(a direction and a gain)
at the reference posture, each coordinate hypothesis makes
predictions of the spatial pd vector values (directions and gains)
at the other hand positions. These predictions can be compared
against the actual spatial pd vector values using least meansquareerror analysisto determine the coordinate systemof best
fit on an individual cell basis.
Cerebral Cortex Dec 2001, VII
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Indirect Field Sampling
Curved movements that sweep broadly across the workspace
visit many postures and so implicitly sample the workspace
extensively.With a working model of cell activity over the course
of arbitrary trajectories, one can predict, as a function of coordinate choice, the pattern of path-dependentcellular response
across multiple curved movement paths and so evaluate
alternative coordinate hypotheses. Equation (5) provides such a
model. A cell's temporal responseprofile during the traversal of
an arbitrary trajectory can be constructed by: (i) breaking the
trajectory into a large number of small, approximately linear,
path segmentsor bins; (il) determining the movement direction
and movement speed within a given bin; and (ili) applying
equation (5) to each of these bins. As a result of coordinatedependent differences in vector field structure, the same
movement trajectory will result in a different predicted response
profile for different coordinate hypotheses. Below we simulate
such a paradigm.

B

c

EUiptical Motion
Elliptical motions can illustrate effectively the concept of
indirect field sampling. A two-stageexperimental protocol [asin
(Schwartz, 1992; Moran and Schwartz, 1999b)] is required. In
stage 1, the center-out task is run at a reference posture in order
to determine a cell's reference spatial pd and its reference
gain. In stage 2, cell activity is recorded while an elliptical path
is traversed by the hand in both the clockwise and counterclockwise directions. The spatialpd computed in stage1 enables
predictions of a cell's temporal responseprofiles in stage2 as a
function of coordinate hypothesis, and the predicted response
profiles can be compared to the actual response profiles on a
cell-by-cellbasisto determine the coordinate systemof best fit.
Elliptical trajectories offer several advantagesin the context
of indirect field sampling. First, the instantaneous movement
direction over such a path spans the entire angular continuum,
thereby ensuring that the response profiles will reflect the
full range of directional modulation. Secondly,since elliptical
trajectories can be constructed so that the arm visits a broad
range of postures within a single movement, alternative coordinate hypotheseswill generate highly differentiated response
predictions. Thirdly, because of the periodicity of elliptical
motion, the animal need not perform a stereotyped movement
multiple times (as in the center-out task where a movement in a
specific direction is usually repeated five times) but can instead
be instructed to extend a unitary movement cycle for multiple
periods, thereby facilitating a robust observation of cellular
discharge patterns. Finally, since the path curvature changes
continuously in a systematic manner over the course of an
ellipse, the inverse relationship between curvature and hand
speed (Lacquaniti et al., 1983) allows a test of the hypothesis of
speed modulation.
For our simulations, we assumeda population of model cells
whose spatial pds in a center-out task spanned the angular
continuum and whose gains assumeda broad range of values.
Subsequently, given the parameters of a specific cell's tuning
curve, the cell's temporal response profiles were simulated for
each coordinate hypothesis during both counterclockwise and
clockwise traversal of the ellipse. The speed profile of the hand
was modeled using the two-thirds power law (Lacquaniti et al.,
1983), which relates path curvature to instantaneousmovement
velocity. Figure 5 shows the elliptical path, the curvature along
that path, and the velocity profile of the simulated movements.
Other details of the simulations are in the Appendix.
Alternative coordinate hypotheses generated, for the same
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Figure 5. Ellipticalmotion. ~) The spatial configurationof the ellipse. Its traversalis
simulated in both the clockwise and counterclockwisedirections. The dashed arc
indicatesthe bounds of the workspace. IB) A plot of path curvatureas a function of
x-coordinatefor the ellipse. (C)Tangentialvelocityprofile ofthe handas it traversesone
completecycle of the ellipsestartingfrom its rightvertex. Thespeedis calculatedfrom
the curvatureby means of the two-thirds powerlaw. the applicationof which requires
a constantofproportionality.We chosea constantsuch that the peripheryof the ellipse
(with an arclength of 87 cml was traversedin 1 s for an averagespeed of 87 cm/s. If
such an experimentwere performed.the actual speedprofilescould be measured.

cell, radically different response predictions in the elliptical
tracing task. For example, suppose a cell has the following
tuning curve at the reference posture:
\>(00) = 30 + 20 cos(oo -0°)

that is, 0 is the cell's preferred direction in degrees(the direction
of the spatialpd vector), 20 imp./s is the cell's gain (proportional
to the magnitude of the spatialpd vector), and 30 imp./s is the
cell's mean movement-related activity (assumed as a constant
in this model but given a value for specificity). Figure 6A plots
predicted temporal response profiles for this cell under the
assumption of Cartesian spatial coordinates and joint angle
coordinates during two cycles of counterclockwise traversal of
the elliptic path. Although both response profiles are roughly
sinusoidal with the same phase, two distinct response differences emerge from the plots. First, the joint angle coordinate
hypothesis leads to a significantly greater modulation in firing
rate. The difference between the maximum and minimum firing
rates is 40 imp./s for joint angle coordinates as opposed to
30 imp./s for Cartesianspatial coordinates. Secondly,the mean
firing rate during the task is depressedunder the assumption of
joint angle coordinates (21 imp./s) as compared to Cartesian
spatial coordinates (30 imp./s). Note that the baseline level of
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Figure 6. Predictedresponseprofilesundertwo coordinatehypothesesfor a samplecell whose tuning curve at the referencepostureis takento be ulro) = 30 + 20 cos(ro-0°).
(A) Responseprofileswhen the ellipseis traversedin the counterclockwisedirectionunderthe assumptionof both Cartesianspatialand joint anglecoordinates.(8) Responseprofiles
when the ellipseis traversedin the clockwisedirectionunderthe assumptionofboth coordinatesystems. Differentcoordinatehypothesesleadto differentlevels of responsealteration
undertrajectoryreversal.Underthe assumptionof Cartesianspatialcoordinates,the responseprofileremainsthe sameupon directionreversal,while underthe assumptionof joint
angle coordinates,the baselineof the responseprofilesincreasessignificantlyfrom 21 impJs for the counterclockwisepath to 39 imp./s for the clockwisepath.

movement-relatedactivity as determined through the center-out
task, bo, has not changed; rather, the new task engendersdifferent mean levels of task response depending on the coordinate
hypothesis.
Simulation results also showed that coordinate-dependent
differences in cell response were strikingly accentuated by
reversing the direction of path traversal from counterclockwise
to clockwise. While trajectory reversaldid not changethe mean
activity level of any cell under the assumptionof Cartesianspatial
coordinates, the mean activity level did shift and sometimes
shifted dramatically for the case of joint angle coordinates
(compare Fig. 6A with Fig. 6B). The Appendix provides an
explanation as to why these shifts arise.
All cells exhibited differences, often quite pronounced, in
their response properties as a function of coordinate system,
although the form of the differences varied from cell to cell. For
some cells, the mean level of cell responsewas similar under the
alternative coordinate hypotheses but other aspects of its
responseprofiles -such asthe number of peaks,the level of task
modulation, the overall profile shape, etc. -differed radically
(see Fig. 7). While there exists no simple manner for codifying
responseprofile differences asa function of coordinate hypothesis, the Appendix notes some overall features that were
observed to hold.

Population Distributions of Preferred Directions
Just as the assumption of an internal coordinate system can
predict variations in the preferred direction of an individual

cell, so too can it predict variations in the distribution of
preferred directions over a population of directiOnally tuned
cells. The single-cell analysis required an instance of a cell's
spatial pd at a reference posture; analogously,the population
level analysis requires a determination of the distribution of
preferred directions at a reference posture. Some studies have
revealeddistributions which are unimodal (Georgopoulos et al.,
1982) or bimodal (Scott and Kalaska, 1997) while others have
demonstrateda more uniform distribution (Lurito et al., 1991).
Although none of these studies confined arm motion to within
the task plane, as is the case for our model 2-DOFplanar arm, a
roughly uniform distribution of preferred directions at a central
posture seems like a reasonable assumption. We adopt this
assumptionin our simulations, but the vector field approachcan
analyzedistributional variations associatedwith any distribution
that is found at a reference posture.
Under the assumption of Cartesianspatial coordinates,a cell's
preferred direction does not change throughout the workspace;
therefore, the population distribution of preferred directions
does not change. Under the assumption of shoulder-centered
coordinates, a cell's preferred direction does rotate, but since
each cell's preferred direction rotates by an equal amount, the
population distribution remains unchanged. When joint angle
coordinates are assumed,however, sigriificant alterations in the
population distribution will occur since the Jacobian rotates
joint angle velocity vectors in a highly non-uniform manner.
Figure SA plots the distributions of preferred directions at six
workspace locations for a sample population exhibiting a
Cerebral CortexOec 2001, V 11 N 12 1131
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Figure 7. Predictedprofilefor anothercell undertwo coordinatehypothesesduringcounter-clockwisemotion. Thetuningcurvefor this cell is u(rol = 15 + 20 cos(ro-90°). Note
how the joint angle responsedemonstratesgreater modulationand sharperburst-likepropertiesthan the Cartesianspatial response,althoughthe effective baselinesare roughly
equal.

uniform distribution at a central posture. Each distribution is
represented by a polar histogram plot. The uniform distribution
at the reference posture becomes skewed in a systematic and
geometrically structured manner as a function of workspace
location. The Appendix derives the properties of the skewing
through an analysisof symmetries in the Jacobianmatrix.
In generating Figure SA, a uniform distribution of spatialpds
at the reference posture is transformed into a distribution of
internal pds. This internal distribution, plotted in Figure 8B in a
coordinate system whose axes correspond to shoulder and
elbow rotation rates, will not be uniform because it was
generated by application of the inverseJacobian.A 'direction' in
the coordinate systemof Figure 8B indicates the relative shoulder
and elbow components of the joint synergy to which a cell is
tuned. As the plot shows, the most prevalent joint synergiesare
those composed of equal parts shoulder extension and elbow
flexion or those composed of equal parts shoulder flexion and
elbow extension. Synergies consisting of roughly equal
percentagesof shoulder and elbow extension or of shoulderand
elbow flexion are less numerous,asare synergiescorresponding
primarily to single joint rotation. Since bi-articular muscles
induce the same type of rotation in both spanned joints, their
action alone could not produce this type of a distribution.
Instead, if such a distribution were to exist in the internal space,
some higher level functional grouping would be implied
whereby flexor muscles for one joint and extensor muscles for
the other joint are synergisticallyinnervated through the action
of individual cortical neurons.
Although we assumeda uniform distribution of spatial preferred directions at a reference posture, we could alternatively
posit a uniform distribution in the internal spaceand compute
the corresponding spatial distributions. Figure 9B shows the
spatial pd distributions that result from the assumption of
uniformity in the internal space (depicted in Fig. 9A). Note that
the distributions in Figure 9B are more highly skewed than the
distributions in Figure SA. In fact, the spatial distributions
generated by the assumption of a uniform internal distribution
never themselves approach uniformity and, with the exception
of a small range of hand placements close to the shoulder,are
everywhere more skewed than their counterparts in Figure SA
(see the Appendix for details). Therefore, if a uniform spatial
distribution is revealed at any point in the workspace and if joint
angle coordinates are hypothesized, then the underlying internal
distribution must be significantly skewed. Further, a finding of
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Figure 8. Distributionsof spatialpds assumingspatialuniformity. (A) Polarplots ofthe
distributions of spatial pds at six different workspace locationsassuminga uniform
spatialdistributionata centralreferenceposture.Thedistributionsvary in an orderlyand
symmetricalfashion that reflectsthe underlyingsymmetries of the Jacobianwhen the
upper and lower arm segments are roughly equal in length. (8) The corresponding
intemal distribution of cells that engendersa uniform distribution at the reference
posture. Note the pronouncedasymmetryin joint anglespacewith a biastowards the
axis that correspondsto opposingmotionsabout the two joints. Motion along that axis
could not be inducedby cellswhich activatedindividualbi-articularmusclessince such
muscleswill induce either flexion or extension about both joints. Instead, if such an
internal distribution actually exists, some higher level modularizationof the motor
periphery,possiblymediatedby the spinal circuitry,would be requiredto generatea
prevalenceof joint synergiesalongthe axisindicated.

uniform spatial distributions throughout the workspace would
provide support for the hypothesis of a spatially based
coordinate system.
Population
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shown in Figures SA and 9B are bimodal and,
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Figure 9. Distributionsof spatialpds assuminguniformityin joint anglespace. ~) The
polar plot of a uniform distribution of pds in joint angle space. (BI The spatial pd
distributions at the same workspace locations as in Figure BA when a uniform
distribution in the internal space is assumed. These distributionsare generallymore
skewed than their counterparts in FigureBA. Even the distribution at the central
referenceposture demonstratesa strong bias. Ultimately,the spatial pd distributions
must be determinedempirically,althoughcoordinateanalysiscan determinewhether
the variation of distributions across the workspace is consistent with a particular
coordinatehypothesis.

hence, do not conform to the criteria necessaryto guaranteethat
the population vector direction (Georgopoulos et al., 1983) is
colinear with the movement direction (Georgopoulos et al.,
1988; Mussa-Ivaldi, 1988; Sanger, 1994). Despite the strong
bimodality, however, the population vector algorithm remains a
good predictor of movement direction. Seethe Appendix for
details.
Discussion
Formulating explicit models of cell firing rates as a function of
global movement variables remains a daunting task given the
manifold functional dependenciesexhibited by cortical cells in a
variety of behavioral contexts (see Introduction). This paper
restricts the analysis to the representation of movement
direction and speed which together constitute a unitary physical
entity, the movement velocity vector. A cell's preferred direction
and the depth of modulation of its directional tuning curve two experimentally determined parameters commonly used to
describe the encoding of direction -can be viewed as dual
aspects of a single spatial pd vector. If individual cell activity
encodes movement information in a fixed internal coordinate
system, the pattern by which a cell's spatial pd vector varies
across the workspace serves as a signature of those underlying
coordinates. Finally, a model was proposed of cell firing during
the traversalof an arbitrary trajectory. In this unified model, the
instantaneous level of cell discharge depends upon the dot
product of a cell's local, posture-dependent, spatial pd vector
(drawn from a vector field of spatial pds) and the current hand
movementvector.
Both Lacquaniti et at. and Scottand Kalaskahave investigated
the movement-related responses of neurons under different

coordinate hypotheses including joint-based representations
(Lacquaniti et al., 1995; Scott and Kalaska, 1997). We have
generalized upon their methodologies to (i) incorporate gain
changes,as well as directional shifts, in tackling the coordinate
inference problem with respect to arbitl:ary coordinate systems;
(ii) include the dependence of cell firing rates on hand speed;
and (iii) consider how population distributions of preferred
directions will systematicallychange. But even as the methodology of this paper is designed to elucidate 'the' coordinate
systemin which a single cell encodes its movementinformation,
no guarantee exists that cells utilize invariant coding strategies
across diverse movement tasks. In fact, accumulating evidence
for representationalplasticity (Wise et al., 1998; Gandolfo et al.,
2000), combined with the profound overtraining that occurs in
neurophysiological studies, suggeststhat motor control problems are solved by the adoption of task-dependent strategies,
which utilize task-dependentcoordinat(~decompositions of the
sensorimotor transformation. Viewed from this perspective,
the implication of a particular representationalschemein a cell's
response during a specific task need not signify a functionally
invariant role for that cell within the overall motor circUit.
The computational techniques, developed here for the analysis of arm movements,can be extended to a consideration of
wrist movementsor other end-effectormotions. Recently, Kakei
et at. (Kakei et al., 1999) conducted a comprehensive directsampling study in which the preferred directions of wrist-related
motor cortical cells during the t"mal 100 ms before movement
onset were determined in three different wrist postures:
pronated, supinated, and mid (halfway between the two).
On the basis of the shifts in spatial pds, most cells were grouped
into two different categories:a large cla..,sof extrinsic-like cells,
which exhibited relatively small shifts in pds across postures,
and a smallerclass of muscle-like cells, which exhibited shifts in
pds similar to the shifts of individual muscle pds determined
from EMG activity. In light of previous results on M1 cells
involved in wrist movements (Evarts, 1968; Cheney and Fetz,
1980) and arm movements(Scott and Kalaska, 1997), and given
the more focused pattern of connectivity from wrist-related M1
cells to alpha motoneurons when compared to arm-related
Ml cells (Kuypers, 1981), the excess of extrinsic-like cells over
muscle-like cells in Kakei et at. (Kakei et al., 1999) may seem
surprising.
Kakei etal. (Kakei etal., 1999), however, did not factor gain
changesinto their formulation of coordinate systemhypotheses.
In fact, 61% of the extrinsic-like cells were found to exhibit
significant shifts in gain, a number similar to both the 66% of
muscle-like cells that exhibited gain changes and the 74% of
forearm muscles that exhibited gain changes in their EMG
activity. From the vector field perspective, such marked cellular
gain changes themselves indicate that a transformation into
muscle-based coordinates may have already occurred. This
hypothesis may be further supported by the finding that
responseproperties other than pds shifts (such as onset latency,
threshold for evoking muscle contraction, and general profile
shape)were similar between the two cell populations. Nevertheless,it remainsto be seenwhether a muscle-basedexplanation of
the Kak~i et at. data (Kakei et al., 1999) can engender the clearly
bimodal distribution of pd shifts that was observed.
The activity of many proximal arm-related M1 cells is
modulated in response to variable force conditions imposed
upon the arm during movement(Kalaskaetal., 1989; Sergioand
Kalaska,1998; Gandolfo et al., 2000). While this paper's analysis
focused purely on kinematic coordinate systems, the vector
field framework can also be used to investigate hypotheses that
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motor cortical cells encode muscle force or muscle activation.
However, to perform such an analysis requires knowledge of
the posture-dependent inertial, viscous, and elastic forces
involved in center-out hand movements, as well as a detailed
biomechanical muscle model and an understanding of cortical
recruitment patterns. Obtaining reliable information of this type
remains an area of ongoing research. Todorov (fodorov, 2000)
developed a model of the direct cortical activation of muscles by
making rough assumptions about the relevant forces and by
restricting the scope of the model to a local analysisconducted
in spatial coordinates. Based on the simple premise that Ml
cells provide a feedforward prediction of the muscle activation
necessary to generate the state-dependent muscle forces
required for task performance, the model of Todorov (fodorov,
2000) addressesa wide array of experimental results in a parsimonious manner. However, because Todorov (fodorov, 2000)
is a population-level model and because the model, constructed
as a local analysis, does not take into account the effects of
skeletomuscular geometry, it cannot clarify nor make predictions of posture-dependent changes in single-cell response
properties. From the perspective of this paper, suchvariations in
response properties are crucial for investigating functional
hypotheses, not just about the role of Ml pyramidal tract
neurons, but about the role of neurons in non-primary motor
areas, parietal areas,and other brain regions implicated in the
sensorimotortransformation.
Beyond making inferences on the basisof anyspecific dataset,
the analytic framework we propose strives for a refined
single-cell approach to representational issues in motor neurophysiology. In the past, analyseshave largely been predicated on
the population statistics of cell correlations with movement
variable(s). The methodology of this paper points toward further
studieswhere detailed information about neuroanatomy,skeletomuscular geometry, and movement kinematics/dynamics is
comprehensively integrated with functional hypotheses about
the role of distinct cell sub-populationsto investigate single-cell
responseacrossa variety of movementtasks.
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Appendix: the Posture-dependent Gain of a Cell Encoding a Joint

Synergy
For the standard 2.DOF arm [e.g. see (Craig, 1986)], the forward
kinematic equationsare:
x =k, case + k, cos(e + IV)

where x and y denote Cartesian end-effector coordinates, II and II>denote
the shoulder and joint angles, k1 and k2 denote the lengths of the proximal
and distal arm segments. The Jacobian is:

(

)

sin(9)- kz sin(9 +<p) -kz
sin(9 + <p)
J(9,<p) = -~
~cos(9)+kzcos(9+<p)
kzcos(9+<p)

(A3)

which can be rewritten in a compact form that involves end-effector
coordinatesand joint angles;
-y
x
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(AI)

y = k, sine + k2 since + III)

-~Sin(e+Ip)
~cos(e+lp) J

(A4)

Denote a cell's internal pd or normalized joint synergy as (::).
Multiplying this synergy by the Jacobian yields the following spatial pd
vector:
( ~ ) = ( ->:?~ -~ Sin(e+cp)~~
y
xepd+~cos(e+cp)cppd )

(AS)

The magnitude of this spatial pd vector, which is proportional to the
cellular gain, is:

Ilropd(x,y)11
= (-y9~ -~ Sin(e+Ip)<p~)2
+(x9~ +~cos(e+Ip)IP~)2 (A6)

Expandingthe aboveexpressionand combining terms leaves:
liropdli =

r29~ 2 +kfci>~ 2 +~9~ci>~(xcos(e+Ip)+

wherer = ~

ysIn(e+Ip))

(A7)

.With equations
(AI) and(A2,A7)simplifiesto:

liropdli= Jr2ij~ 2+kJ.IjI~2+~9~1jI~(~

COSIj)
+ kz)
(AS)

Using the inverse kinematic equation for !p eliminates joint angles
from the expressionfor gain:
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(A9)

For the rest of the Appendix, go to http://www.cns.bu.edu/
pubjajemian.
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